We consider the rough differential equation dY " f pY qdω where ω " pω, ωq is a rough path defined by a Brownian motion ω on R m . Under the usual regularity assumption on f , namely f P C 3 b pR d , R dˆm q, the rough differential equation has a unique solution that defines a random dynamical system ϕ 0 . On the other hand, we also consider an ordinary random differential equation dY δ " f pY δ qdω δ , where ω δ is a random process with stationary increments and continuously differentiable paths that approximates ω. The latter differential equation generates a random dynamical system ϕ δ as well. We show the convergence of the random dynamical system ϕ δ to ϕ 0 for δ Ñ 0 in Hölder norm.
Introduction
The theory of random dynamical systems (RDS) allows to study the qualitative longtime behavior of differential equations containing random terms. For a comprehensive overview of this theory we refer to Arnold [1] . There are at least two classes of these differential equations with random terms. One class is given by ordinary differential equations satisfying (roughly speaking) existence and uniqueness conditions with noise dependent coefficients (the meaning of noise is given in Definition 2 below). The second class are stochastic differential equations. The solutions of these equations in general contain a stochastic integral in the sense of Ito or Stratonovich, defined as a limit in probability of special Riemann sums related to the integrand and the increments of the noise, see for a precise definition Kunita [17] . Remarkably, these integrals are defined only almost surely. This leads to the fact that the solutions are defined almost surely where exceptional sets may depend on the initial condition, causing that the solutions of these equations do not generate an RDS, see Definition 4. To derive from an Ito (Stratonovich) equation an RDS some effort is necessary. In particular one has to combine the fact that a stochastic differential equation generates a stochastic flow, see Kunita [17] , to further apply a perfection technique that gives a version of the solution random field which is an RDS, see Kager and Scheutzow [16] . A way to avoid exceptional sets is to consider a pathwise definition of the stochastic integral based on fractional derivatives. For Hölder continuous driven processes with Hölder exponent bigger than 1{2 the definition of the integral is nothing else than the well-known Young integral, see Young [19] and Zähle [20] . In this framework, there are already several investigations proving that the (pathwise) solutions driven by these processes generate an RDS, and even stating for instance the existence of random attractors and invariant manifolds that describe the longtime behavior of the solution, see Chen et al. [4] , Gao et al. [7] , Garrido-Atienza et al. [9] , [10] and [8] . For less regular processes, much less is known. Nevertheless, there are already some results establishing that the solution to evolution equations driven by Hölder continuous functions with Hölder exponent in p1{3, 1{2s generates an RDS, see Garrido-Atienza et al. [11] . The main tool used in that paper is a compensation of fractional derivatives. Note that the case of a Brownian motion is included in these considerations. An alternative method to obtain from a stochastic differential equation an RDS is to interpret such an equation in the rough path sense. Indeed the stochastic integral related to this theory is pathwise as well, so that one can avoid exceptional sets depending on the initial states. The cocycle property then follows easily from the additivity and a shift property of the rough path integral. In this context we would like to mention the recent papers Bailleul et al. [2] and Hesse and Neamtu [15] .
The main goal of this article is to approximate the RDS generated by a rough equation by RDS generated by random ordinary differential equations. In order to do that, we shall have to calculate the difference of solutions of two rough differential equations driven by different noises, for which it will be necessary to estimate the distance of the two noises in a particular metric, that in fact measures the distance of the two noise paths via the Hölder norm but also the distance of the corresponding Lévy areas (that are second order processes) of the lifted noises in Hölder norm. Then in a first step we have to show that these Lévy areas are well-defined. To be more precise, for a path ω of the Brownian motion we define the stationary Gaussian noise ω δ such that ω 1 δ prq :" 1 δ θ r ωpδq such that δ ą 0 and θ r is defined by (2) below, and consider the Gaussian process X δ :" ω δ´ω . We then show that this random process has a particular increment covariance so that the stochastic integration theory by Friz and Hairer [5] or by Friz and Victoir [6] can be applied. As a result, we obtain that the moments of the Lévy areas of X δ converge to zero when δ goes to zero. This then gives us the convergence of ω δ to ω and their corresponding Lévy areas as well. Hence the solution of the differential equation driven by ω δ converges to the solution of the rough equation driven by a path of the Brownian motion ω and the same is true for the RDS generated by these equations. This kind of approximation by ω δ has been used for stochastic ordinary and partial differential equations when the noise is very simple, see Gu et al. [13] and [14] . In these papers the authors prove the convergence of the attractors of the RDS driven by ω δ to the attractor of the RDS of the original equation. Due to the fact that the noise in these papers is trivial (additive noise or linear multiplicative noise), the authors apply a transformation technique rewriting the original stochastic equation into a random equation. In particular, with this strategy the convergence of the Lévy area is not necessary. With the techniques developed in the current paper, in forthcoming investigations we will try to obtain similar results regarding convergence of random attractors, but without transformations of the stochastic system into a random one and for more complicated nontrivial diffusion coefficients.
The article is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the definitions of rough path, metric dynamical system and RDS. In Section 3 we define stochastic integrals based on the increment covariance and formulate the Kolmogorov criterion for rough paths. In Section 4 we apply these results to obtain that the moments of the Lévy area of X δ converge to zero to further establish that the area related to ω δ converges to the area related to ω when δ Ñ 0. This interesting fact will be exploited to prove the convergence of the RDS generated by the solution of the equation driven by ω δ to the RDS generated by the solution of the equation driven by ω, in the case that ω is the Brownian motion. In the Appendix we calculate the covariance of X δ and ω δ when ω is a fractional Brownian motion with any Hurst parameter H P p0, 1q.
Preliminaries on Rough Path Theory and Random Dynamical Systems
For a given T 1 ă T 2 P R, denote by ∆rT 1 , T 2 s the simplex ∆rT 1 , T 2 s " tps, tq : are finite. In that case, we write X P C β prT 1 , T 2 s, R m q and X P C 2β p∆rT 1 , T 2 s, R mˆm q.
Definition 1.
A β-rough path on an interval rT 1 , T 2 s with values in R m consists of a function X P C β prT 1 , T 2 s, R m q, β P p1{3, 1{2q, as well as a second order process X P C 2β p∆rT 1 , T 2 s, R mˆm q, subject to the Chen's algebraic relation
X is usually referred as the path component whereas X is the (Lévy) area component.
Note that when X is smooth, we can define X by
However, in the rough case we need to find sufficient conditions under which X can be enhanced with a well-defined area component X, see Section 3. This property is also known as X can be lifted to a rough path X " pX, Xq and X is the lift of the process X.
For β P p1{3, 1{2q we denote by C β prT 1 , T 2 s, R m q the space of Hölder rough paths X :" pX, Xq.
If, in addition, the symmetric part of X is given by
then we will say that X is a geometric Hölder rough path and denote the corresponding space by C β g prT 1 , T 2 s, R m q.
It is interesting to point out that the space of geometric rough paths can be defined as the closure of smooth paths, enhanced with their iterated Riemann integrals, with respect to the metric ρ β defined below, in C β prT 1 , T 2 s, R m q, see [5] , Exercise 2.12.
Moreover, given two rough paths X, Y P C β prT 1 , T 2 s, R m q we define the Hölder rough path metric by ρ β,T1,T2 pX, Yq :" sup ps,tqP∆rT1,T2s,s‰tˆ|
Xptq´Xpsq´Y ptq`Y psq| pt´sq β`| Xps, tq´Yps, tq| pt´sq 2β˙ and the β-Hölder homogeneous rough path norm of X by
In what follows we introduce the concept of an RDS. We start with the definition of a general noise.
Definition 2. Let pΩ, F , Pq be a probability space. A metric dynamical system on pΩ, F , Pq is given by a family of measurable transformations
The measure P is invariant with respect to θ.
(3) P is ergodic with respect to θ t , that is, for any θ t -invariant set A P F , either
PpAq " 1 or PpAq " 0. 
where id is the identical matrix in R mˆm , that is, we assume that B H has independent components. No matter the value of the Hurst parameter, we can consider a canonical version of this random process given by (2) θ t ωp¨q " ωp¨`tq´ωptq, for t P R.
Then pC 0 pR, R m q, BpC 0 pR, R m qq, P H , θq is a metric dynamical system, see [12] . In addition there exists a θ-invariant set Ω of full P H -measure such that ω P Ω is β-Hölder continuous for every β ă H on any interval r´T, T s. On Ω we choose F to be the trace-algebra of BpC 0 pR, R mwith respect to Ω, and for the restriction of P H to this new σ-algebra we use again the same symbol P H . In the following we will work on pΩ, F , P H , θq, that is also a metric dynamical system, see [3] . Finally, note that when H " 1{2 the fractional Brownian motion reduces to the Brownian motion B 1{2 .
Now we introduce the definition of a random dynamical system (RDS).
Definition 4. Let pΩ, F , P, θq be a metric dynamical system. An RDS over pΩ, F , P, θq is given by a measurable mapping ϕ : R`ˆΩˆR m Þ Ñ R m such that (1) ϕp0, ω,¨q " id, for all ω P Ω.
(2) The cocycle property holds true, that is,
for all ω P Ω and t 1 , t 2 P R`.
Later we will deal with rough differential equations, that is, differential equations that are driven by rough (non-differentiable) paths. We will use the rough path theory to give a meaning to these equations. The stochastic integral will be given in terms of compensated Riemann sums, thus the pathwise solution will enjoy the property that it generates an RDS, provided that the considered noise forms a metric dynamical system. This will be the case since in this paper we restrict our considerations to Brownian motion, whose canonical interpretation forms a metric dynamical system as we have already stated in Example 3. The theory of RDS will be further applied in forthcoming works to study longtime behavior properties of solutions of rough differential equations.
We would like to refer to the papers [2] and [15] , where it is also investigated the generation of RDS by the solutions of rough equations.
General results on the lift of Gaussian processes
In this section, we would like to remind several results (that the reader can find in the monograph [5] ) which shall help in order to construct the lift of a Gaussian process.
Let X be a one dimensional process on R and suppose that Xptq P L 2 . Then R X ps, tq :" E XpsqXptq is the covariance of X. We define for s ă t, s 1 ă t 1 the incremental covariance by Rˆs t s 1 t 1˙: " EpXptq´XpsqqpXpt 1 q´Xps 1and the ρ-variation over an rectangle rs, ts 2 by }R X } ρ,rs,ts 2 :"ˆsup Pps, tq, P 1 ps, tq ÿ rσ, τ s P P,
In this article, Pps, tq denotes as usual a partition of the considered interval rs, ts and |Pps, tq| denotes the corresponding maximal mesh length. The finiteness of the ρ-variation over rectangles allows us to define a stochastic integral for Gaussian processes, see Friz and Hairer [5] , Proposition 10.3.
Theorem 5. Let X, Y be two continuous centered independent Gaussian processes such that for some 1 ď ρ ă 2
Then for every 0 ď s ď t the stochastic integral Theorem 6. Let X " pX 1 ,¨¨¨, X m q be a continuous centered Gaussian process in R m with independent components, for which there exist ρ P r1, 3 2 q and M ą 0 such that for every i P t1,¨¨¨, mu and all 0 ď s ď t ď T
Define, for 1 ď i ă j ď m and 0 ď s ă t ď T , in the L 2 -sense, the process
Then there exists a version of X and X so that for any β P p 1 3 , 1 2ρ q we have a rough path X " pX, Xq P C β g pr0, T s, R m q almost surely. For the proof of this result see Theorem 10.4 in [5] .
The following result, that is an adaptation of Theorem 3.3 in [5] , will allow us to measure the distance between two lifts. This theorem is a version of the well-known Kolmogorov test.
for some constant C ą 0. Assume that for some ε ą 0 and all´T ď s ă t ď T |Xptq´Xpsq´pY ptq´Y psqq| L2q ď εC|t´s| 1{p2ρq , |Xps, tq´Yps, tq| Lq ď εC|t´s| 1{ρ .
where M ą 0 is independent on ε and depends increasingly on C.
We would like to stress that Theorem 3.3 works for rough paths pX, Xq defined on r´T, T sˆ∆r´T, T s and not only for rough paths defined on r0, T sˆ∆r´0, T s as proved in [5] .
Further we will consider centered, continuous Gaussian processes with independent components X " pX 1 ,¨¨¨, X m q and stationary increments. As we have seen above, for the construction of a lift associated to X it suffices to estimate the ρ-variation of the rectangular incremental covariance R X i , for all i P t1,¨¨¨, mu, see Theorem 6. To this end, it is enough to focus on one component, hence, in the next result X denotes a one-dimensional path, whose law is determined by
for t P R, τ ě 0. Theorem 8. Let X be a real-valued continuous centered Gaussian process with stationary increments. Assume that σ 2 p¨q given by (3) is concave and non-decreasing on r0, hs, for some h ą 0. Assume also
for L ą 0, ρ ě 1 and t P r0, hs. Then the incremental covariance R X of X satisfies
for all intervals rs, ts with length smaller than h and M " M pρ, hq ą 0.
If now X " pX 1 ,¨¨¨, X m q is a centered continuous Gaussian process with independent components such that each X i satisfies the above assumptions with common values of h, L and ρ P r1, 3 2 q, then X can be lifted to X P C β g pr0, T s, R m q. For the proof of this result we refer to Theorem 10.9 and Corollary 10.10 in [5] . Note that revisiting the proof of Theorem 10.9 in [5] , on account of (4) it turns out that for an interval rs, ts of length smaller than h, for Π " tt i u and Π 1 " tt 1 j u two partitions of rs, ts, if we fixed i then
hence summing over t i and taking the supremum we obtain
that is, the value of the constant M above is given by
Approximation of the Brownian motion by a stationary process
Let us consider the metric dynamical system pΩ, F , P 1 2 , θq introduced in Example 3 in Section 2 and denote by ω :" B 1{2 pωq P Ω the canonical Brownian motion on R with values in R m . First of all, in this section we want to enhance ω to obtain the lift ω :" pω, ωq. Note that any of the components ω i of ω is such that σ 2 ω i puq " u, for u ě 0, that obviously is non-decreasing and concave on any time interval r0, T s. Since ρ P p1, 2s we can estimate
with M given by (5) . For ω i,j ps, tq we choose the interpretation of the integral in [5] , Chapter 10, namely
Despite the fact that the results of Section 3 are formulated in R`, for our purposes we need all the lifts to be defined on R. Therefore, we extend the rough path ω to r´T, T s so that Chen's equality holds, that is, for all s ă 0 ă t
which means that we can restrict to check whether ω i,j ps, 0q is well-defined for s ă 0. Taking into account that ż Pps,0q
and that θ s ω is a Brownian motion with the same incremental covariance as ω, then the limit when |Pps, 0q| Ñ 0 of (9) exists in the L 2 sense, which in turn implies that ωps, tq exists for every s ă t P R due to Theorem 5. Furthermore, by Theorem 6 we can find a rough path ω :" pω, ωq P C β g pr´T, T s, R m q for any T ą 0. Defining on a set of measure zero ωps, tq " 0 we find a version such that ω P C β g pr´T, T s, R m q for all ω P Ω. Moreover, in virtue of Theorem 6 we can also define a version (10) θ τ ω :" pθ τ ω, θ τ ωq P C β g pr´T, T s, R m q for all T ą 0, a.s. We emphasize that θ τ ω represents the area of the path θ τ ω. Now for δ P p0, 1s we define the approximations
We can interpret pt, ωq Þ Ñ ω δ ptq as a random process on pΩ, F , P 1 2 , θq. Also, it is readily seen that
is well-defined, hence ω δ can be enhanced by defining the Riemann integral (12) ω δ ps, tq :"
Then pps, tq, ωq Ñ ω δ ps, tq for s ď t P R is a random field on pΩ, F , P 1 2 , θq. Moreover, it is straightforward to prove the corresponding Chen's relation (1), henceforth the lift ω δ :" pω δ , ω δ q is a rough path. We also define θ τ ω δ ps, tq :"
Then it is easy to see θ τ ω δ ps, tq " ω δ ps`τ, t`τ q.
Now we define (14) θ τ ω δ :" pθ τ ω δ , θ τ ω δ q, τ P R.
It is an immediate exercise to check that θ τ ω δ is a rough path on r´T, T sˆ∆r´T, T s, for any T ą 0.
Also for δ P p0, 1s we define the random process RˆΩ Q pt, ωq Þ Ñ X δ pt, ωq :" ω δ ptq´ωptq P R m .
Lemma 9. X δ and ω δ are centered Gaussian processes on R with stationary increments.
Proof. Note that the integrand defining ω δ is continuous on any r´T, T s for any fixed δ and any T ą 0. Also the second moments of the integrand are uniformly bounded in r´T, T s. Then ω δ (and therefore X δ as well) is a Gaussian process, see [18] , Pages 91 and 297. Next, we prove that X δ has stationary increments. A simply computation shows that, for s, t P R,
This means that the increment X δ pt`s, ωq´X δ pt, ωq has the same distribution as X δ ps, ωq due to the fact that θ t is measure-preserving. The same holds for ω δ .
Our next goal is to check that X δ can be enhanced, in such a way that we obtain a rough path pX δ , X δ q on r´T, T sˆ∆r´T, T s, for any T ą 0.
Theorem 10. The variance of any of the components X i δ of X δ satisfies σ 2
for u ě 0, δ P p0, 1s, ρ P r1, 2q. As a result,
Proof. We know from Corollary 24 in the Appendix, that the variance σ 2
puq is a continuous function and it is non-decreasing.
Moreover, σ 2 X i δ p¨q is concave and from (15) it is easily seen that
for u ě 0. Furthermore, as a consequence of Theorem 8 and the estimate (5), we can derive the following explicit estimate for the ρ-variation norm of R X i δ :
Corollary 11. For δ P p0, 1s the area
is well-defined for all 0 ď s ď t. In particular we have
where M has been defined in Theorem 10, and C only depends on ρ.
Proof. For i ‰ j the above statement follows directly from Theorem 5 and (16). On the other hand, for i " j note that, for all 0 ď s ď t,
Remark 12. In fact, we can consider X i,j δ ps, tq for all s ă t P R. For s ď 0 ď t we define for 1 ď i, j ď m (17) X i,j δ ps, tq :" X i,j δ ps, 0q`X i,j δ p0, tq´X j δ ptqX i δ psq, hence we only need to give meaning to X i,j δ ps, 0q. From Lemma 9 we know that X δ has stationary increments, therefore the incremental covariance of X δ and θ s X δ are the same. We then could follow exactly the same steps as we did to define ωps, 0q for s ă 0. In addition, in virtue of Corollary 11 we have that, for any 1 ď i, j ď m and s ď 0 ď t,
where in the penultimate inequality we have used the fact that the mapping pa, bq Þ Ñ |b´a| θ for θ ě 1 is a control function, see [6] , Page 22. Note that the last term of the right hand side above can be estimate in this way becausè E|X i δ psq| 4 E|X j δ ptq| 4˘1 {2 ď Cδ 2´2{ρ p´sq 1{ρ t 1{ρ ď Cδ 2´2{ρ pp´sq 2{ρ`t2{ρ q. Note that for s ă t ď 0, by shifting the time we have |X i,j δ ps, tq| L2 " |X i,j δ p0, t´sq| L2 which can be considered similarly to the case in Corollary 11. Theorem 13. Let δ P p0, 1s, ρ ą 1 and q ą 1 so that 1{ρ´1{q ą 2{3. Then for every β P p 1 3 , 1 2ρ´1 2q q, we have |||ω||| β , |||ω δ ||| β P L 2q . Furthermore, there exists a positive constant C q,ρ,T that may depend on T , q and ρ such that Proof. Assume first that 0 ď s ď t. To prove this result we are going to apply the version of Kolmogorov's theorem, see Theorem 7, hence we have to check the corresponding moment conditions for ω δ , ω and its difference (with a uniform constant that does not depend on δ). Throughout the proof C is a constant that may depend on ρ and/or T but not on δ, and may change from line to line. We will emphasize the dependence of these values when we think it is suitable to do it. Notice that for i ‰ j we can consider the following splitting Hence, from the previous considerations we obtain that ω i,j δ ps, tq´ω i,j ps, tq " X i,j δ ps, tq`I 2,i,j δ ps, tq`I 3,i,j δ ps, tq.
According to Theorem 5 we can estimate the second moments of I 2,i,j δ and I 3,i,j δ by the respective variation seminorms of the incremental covariances. In fact,
and
Note that (16) and (6) together with (19) and (20) imply that
for k " 2, 3. Going back to (18) , taking into account Corollary 11, we obtain that
In fact (21) can be rewritten as
where ε :" δ 1{2p1{´1{ρq and C above is a constant that depends on T and ρ, but not on δ. Moreover, for i ‰ j, on account of Theorem 5 and (6), we obtain
As a result of the previous inequality and (21) we also obtain the corresponding estimate for ω δ , namely E|ω i,j δ ps, tq| 2 ď 2E|ω i,j δ ps, tq´ω i,j ps, tq| 2`2 E|ω i,j ps, tq| 2 ď CM 2´δ2p1´1{ρq`δ1´1{ρ T 1´1{ρ`T 2p1´1{ρq¯| t´s| 2{ρ , and therefore
On the other hand, since ω i ptq´ω i psq and ω i δ ptq´ω i δ psq are Gaussian variables, see Lemma 9, taking into account that ω i δ ptq " X i δ ptq`ω i ptq we can estimate
where C is uniform with respect to δ P p0, 1s, and depends on T and ρ. Note now that, by a direct computation, when i " j we obtain Epω i,i δ ps, tq´ω i,i ps, tqq 2 "
and therefore
where we remind that ε " δ 1{2p1{´1{ρq . According to (6) we obtain
Again, by using triangle inequality |ω i,i δ ps, tq| L2 ď C|t´s| 1{ρ (26) and therefore, taking into account (22)-(26), all the moment conditions for the areas are satisfied in the particular case that q " 2 (see Theorem 7) . Now by the equivalence of L q -and L 2 -norms on Wiener-Ito chaos, see [6] , Appendix D, for every q ą 1 we have |ωps, tq| Lq ď C q,ρ,T |t´s| 1{ρ , |ω δ ps, tq| Lq ď C q,ρ,T |t´s| 1{ρ , |ω δ ps, tq´ωps, tq| Lq ď εC q,ρ,T |t´s| 1{ρ .
On the other hand, by Theorem 10 |ω δ ptq´ω δ psq´pωptq´ωpsqq| L2q " |X δ ptq´X δ psq| L2q ď εC q,ρ,T |t´s| 1{p2ρq , and by (6) |ωptq´ωpsq| L2q ď C q,ρ,T |t´s| 1{p2ρq .
These last two inequalities trivially imply that |ω δ ptq´ω δ psq| L2q ď C q,ρ,T |t´s| 1{p2ρq , see also Lemma 22 in the Appendix. Now for every β P p1{3, 1{2q we can find ρ ą 1 and q ą 1 so that 1{ρ´1{q ą 2{3 and Theorem 7 can be applied, ensuring that |||ω||| β , |||ω δ ||| β P L 2q and
Hence, lim δÑ0 |ρ β,s,t pω δ , ωq| L2q " 0.
So far, we have considered only the case 0 ď s ď t, but the other cases are qualitatively the same. In fact, if s ď 0 ď t by (8) and (17) , tq´X i δ psqω j ptq, and the second moments of this splitting can be estimated using Theorem 5 and the fact that the increments of X δ and ω are stationary. The case s ă t ď 0 could treated taking into account that |X i,j δ ps, tq| L2 " |X i,j δ p0, tś q| L2 , therefore we omit it here.
Theorem 14. Consider a sequence pδ i q iPN that converges sufficiently fast to zero when i Ñ 8. Then we have the following convergences
for every T ą 0, for all ω P Ω and β ă 1{2.
Proof. The assumption that the sequence pδ i q iPN converges sufficiently fast to zero has the meaning that we can apply the Borel-Cantelli lemma, therefore we will restrict here to consider δ i " 2´i. In addition, it is sufficient to fix an arbitrary T " n P N.
Taking into account (27), for every β P p1{3, 1{2q we can find ρ ą 1 and q ą 1 so that 1{ρ´1{q ą 2{3 and Theorem 7 can be applied, hence there exists a positive constant C n such that
as i Ñ 8. Now, by the Chebyshev inequality and (29), we have that
By Borel-Cantelli lemma, we conclude that there exist a set Ω pnq Ă Ω of full P 1 2measure and i 0 " i 0 pω, nq ě 1 such that for every ω P Ω pnq , ρ β,´n,n pω δi , ωq ď 2 i{2p1{ρ´1q
for i ě i 0 . Now, takingΩ 0 " Ş ně1 Ω pnq , we have P 1 2 pΩ 0 q " 1. Replacing ω by θ τ ω we can introduce the full setΩ τ , τ P R.
In order to find an invariant set Ω 1 where the convergences (28) take place, let Ω τ be the measurable set with respect to the sigma-algebra F of all ω such that pθ τ ω δi q iPN converges in C β pr´n, ns, R m q for any n P N, i.e. the sequence forms a Cauchy sequence for any n. The measurability of Ω τ follows because suṕ nďsătďn |θ τ ω δi ps, tq| |t´s| 2β " sup t´nďsătďnuXQ |θ τ ω δi ps, tq| |t´s| 2β , and C 0 pR, R m q Q ω Þ Ñ θ τ ω δi ps, tq is measurable. For the path component we can argue in a similar way, hence we only consider the area component. In addition the set of ω for which a sequence of random variables is a Cauchy sequence is measurable. The sets Ω τ contain Ω τ , hence Ω τ are sets of full measure. Furthermore, if ω P Ω τ , the limit is in C β pr´n, ns, R m q for n P N and an indistinguible version of θ τ ω is given by (10) , which follows by the Borel-Cantelli argument as above. On the zero-measure set pΩ τ q c we set ω " 0 such that the corresponding ω is the zero path. We denote this new version by the same symbols: θ τ ω " pθ τ ω, θ τ ωq. In virtue of (13), for any q, τ P R, θ τ`q ω δi ps, tq " θ τ ω δi ps`q, t`qq, and thus, taking limits we obtain θ τ`q ωps, tq " θ τ ωps`q, t`qq for all s ă t P R, such that Ω τ Ă Ω τ`q . In a similar way, θ τ ω δi ps, tq " θ τ`q´q ω δi ps, tq " θ τ`q ω δi ps´q, t´qq which implies that Ω τ Ą Ω τ`q , and therefore taking τ " 0 Ω q " Ω 0 .
Then for q P R θ´qΩ 0 " θ´1 q Ω 0 " tω P Ω : θ q ω δi converges for n P N with metric ρ β,´n,n u " Ω q " Ω 0 , hence Ω 1 :" Ω 0 is θ invariant. We have defined ω " 0 and ω to be the zero path, hence the convergences of the statement holds true for all ω P Ω.
Rough path stability of the random dynamical systems
In this section we present the main result of this paper, concerning the convergence when δ Ñ 0 of the solution process of a differential equation driven by ω δ to the solution process of the rough equation driven by ω. We will present this convergence result under the cocycle formulation.
As we already mentioned, we use the rough path theory to define the integral with integrator ω. We recall therefore some of the basic facts regarding this theory, namely the definition of a controlled rough path and the sewing lemma.
We introduce the space of controlled rough paths
Then pD 2β ω pr0, T s, R d q, }¨} ω,β q is a Banach space, see [5] , Page 56.
Taking into account the definition of the Wiener shift (2), it is straightforward to see that that pY, Y 1 q P D 2β ω prτ, τ`T s, R d q if and only if pY p¨`τ q, Y 1 p¨`τP D 2β
θτ ω pr0, T s, R d q. Furthermore, the composition of a smooth function with a controlled rough path is yet a controlled rough path.
Then f pY q is also controlled by ω with pf pY pt1 " f 1 pY ptqqY 1 ptq, R f pY q ps, tq " f pY ptqq´f pY psqq´f 1 pY psqqY 1 psqpωptq´ωpsqq.
For the proof we refer to [5] , Lemma 7.3.
In what follows we would like to define the integral of a controlled rough path. The idea is to define it by using compensations of Riemann sums, which makes sense due to the following result, known as sewing lemma. where in the last equalityỸ denotes the function defined asỸ puq :" Y pu`τ q, for u P rs, ts. Now, taking the limit as |Pps, tq| Ñ 0 in the above expression (and thus also |Pps`τ, t`τ q| Ñ 0), by (31) and the definition of θ τ ω " pθ τ ω, θ τ ωq, we have The expression (32) represents the behavior of the integral under a change of variable, and this will be the key property, together with the pathwise character of the integral, to further establish the cocycle property for the RDS generated by rough differential equations, see Lemma 19 below. Now we would like to solve rough differential equations driven by the rough path ω. For T ą 0, consider the equation
The integral against ω has to be understood as in (31) above. The following result regarding the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (33) can be found in [5] , Theorem 8.4.
Theorem 18. Let us consider any T ą 0, β P p1{3, 1{2q, f P C 3 b pR d , R dˆm q and ξ P R d . Then there is a unique solution pY, Y 1 q P D 2β ω pr0, T s, R d q to (33), that is,
In the next result we establish that the solution operator given by (34) is a cocycle.
Lemma 19. Over the metric dynamical system pΩ, F , P 1 2 , θq introduced in Example 3, the solution of equation (33) generates a random dynamical system ϕ 0 : R`ΩˆR m Þ Ñ R m given by ϕ 0 pt, ω, ξq " Y ptq, for all t P r0, T s and ω P Ω.
Proof. First of all, the measurability of ϕ 0 directly follows from the Picard iteration argument. On the other hand, it is trivial to see that ϕ 0 p0, ω, ξq " ξ. Therefore, it remains to prove the cocycle property. Taking into account that the integral defined by (31) is additive, and its behavior under a change of variable is given by (32), we have the following chain of equalities
Considering again the auxiliary functionỸ ptq :" Y pt`τ q for t ě 0, the previous expression reads
which completes the proof.
In what follows, we would like to compare the solution of (33) with that of the corresponding system driven by the approximated lift ω δ , that is to say, we consider the following rough differential equation
with the aim of establishing the relationship with system (33). We should remark that ω δ is in C 1 pr0, T s, R m q and therefore we can use the ordinary differential equations theory to interpret this equation. This actually means that (35) is equivalent to the following random ordinary differential equation
Then under the regularity assumption f P C 3 b pR d , R dˆm q (which indeed is too much regularity for solving the ordinary differential equation (36)), there exists a unique Y δ P C β pr0, T s, R d q solving (35), that furthermore generates an RDS ϕ δ given by ϕ δ pt, ω, ξ δ q " Y δ ptq for all t P r0, T s and ω P Ω. Now we are in position to establish the relationship between the two RDS ϕ δ and ϕ 0 .
For any given T ą 0 and β P p1{3, 1{2q, there exists a sequence of positive numbers pδ i q iPN (say dyadic numbers) converging to zero such that if the sequence of initial conditions pξ δi q iPN converges to ξ, then the RDS ϕ δi generated by the solution of system (35), converges to ϕ 0 , the RDS generated by the solution of (33), in the space C β pr0, T s, R d q when i Ñ 8.
Proof.
Since ω and ω δi are rough paths, there exists a positive constant K " Kpωq such that |||ω| || β,0,T ď K, |||ω δi ||| β,0,T ď K. Now, by Theorem 8.5 and Remark 8.6 in [5] , we know that there exists C " CpK, β, f q ą 0 such that |||Y δi´Y ||| β,0,T ď C´|ξ δi´ξ |`ρ β,0,T pω δi , ωqh ence Theorem 14 implies |||ϕ δi´ϕ0 ||| β,0,T ď C´|ξ δi´ξ |`ρ β,0,T pω δi , ωq¯Ñ 0, when i Ñ 8, which completes the proof.
Appendix: Covariances of ω δ and X δ for the fBm with any H P p0, 1q
In this section, we would like to compute the explicit expression of the covariance of ω δ as well as that of X δ . In order to make the result as much general as possible, in this section we assume that ω is a fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H P p0, 1q. In that way, in a forthcoming research, we will able to use the results when considering a fractional Brownian motion as driven noise.
Theorem 21. The covariance of X δ is σ 2 X δ puq " Kpuqid with Kpuq given by
where for u ě δ,
and for 0 ď u ă δ,
The proof of this result is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 22. Assume that ω is a fractional Brownian motion with values in R m and Hurst parameter H P p0, 1q. Then for u ě 0 the cox of ω δ puq is given by Ipuqid, where
Furthermore, for u ě 0, Eω δ puqωpuq is given by Jpuqid, being
Proof. We start calculating the covariance of ω δ . First, note that for 1 ď i, j ď m,
For i ‰ j, Epω i δ puqω j δ puqq " 0 due to the independence of the components of ω. If i " j,
Notice that we have or δ`q ą u. Collecting all the previous cases, when δ ă u we obtain that I 1 equals to I 1 puq " 1 2δ 2 p2H`1q ż u´δ 0 ppu´q´δq 2H`1`p q`δq 2H`1 qdq 1 2δ 2 p2H`1q ż u u´δ ppq`δq 2H`1´p q`δ´uq 2H`1 qdq " 1 2δ 2 p2H`1qp2H`2q ppu`δq 2H`2´2 δ 2H`2`p u´δq 2H`2 q.
On the other hand, when δ ą u,
ppq`δq 2H`1´p q`δ´uq 2H`1 qdq " 1 2δ 2 p2H`1qp2H`2q ppu`δq 2H`2´2 δ 2H`2`p δ´uq 2H`2 q, and therefore for δ ą u we conclude that I 1 puq " 1 2δ 2 p2H`1qp2H`2q ppu`δq 2H`2´2 δ 2H`2`p δ´uq 2H`2 q.
Finally we deal with I 2 puq. As before, assume in a first step that δ ă u. In addition, suppose that r´q ą´δ. Then for q ă δ, we have
hile for q ą δ, ż u q´δ pr´q`δq 2H dr " 1 2H`1 pu´q`δq 2H`1 .
If we suppose that r´q ă´δ, then we obtain
that it is well-defined since in that case q ą δ. Collecting all the previous cases, when δ ă u we obtain that
On the other hand, when δ ą u, ppu`δq 2H`2´2 δ 2H`2`p δ´uq 2H`2 q.
As a result, it turns out that the covariance of ω δ is the mˆm matrix with diagonal elements Ipuq and off-diagonal elements equal to zero. Now we consider Epω δ puqωpuqq. As before, when i ‰ j, Epω i δ puqω j puqq " 0, hence we only consider the case i " j. We have that and for δ ą u,
As a consequence,
Jpuq " 1 2δp2H`1qˆ" pu`δq 2H`1´2 δ 2H`1´p u´δq 2H`1 , u ą δ pu`δq 2H`1´2 δ 2H`1`p δ´uq 2H`1 , u ă δ.
Therefore, Epω δ puqωpuqq is an mˆm matrix with diagonal elements Jpuq and off-diagonal elements equal to zero. Now we can prove the main result of this section.
Proof. (of Theorem 21). Let us consider u ě 0. Since X δ " ω δ´ω , then we know that for any 1 ď i ď j ď m, EpX i δ puqX j δ puqq " Epω i δ puqω j δ puqq`Epω i puqω j puqq´Epω i δ puqω j puqq´Epω j δ puqω i puqq. Then the result follows simply taking into account Lemma 22 and that σ 2 ω puq " |u| 2H id. In the particular case of dealing with the Brownian motion, that is, when H " 1 2 , then Theorem 21 reads as follows. 
